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The stars have been aligning for a fresh Eur/Usd fallout, and we suspect this
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China Insight: RMB Depreciation Not Permitted as Yet
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p12-13
We think Beijing will be trying its best to limit the currency weakness and
curb the speculative selling in the currency for the time being. However,
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Uncertainty And Supply Chains
By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy
BOND YIELDS maintained the downward trajectory as trade tensions ratcheted up several levels
ending with the US President threatening Mexico with tariffs unless illegal migrant flow into the
US is dealt with (higher China tariffs on $60bn of US goods started Saturday). Not surprisingly
autos shares are taking a hit in Europe. A wider issue here is what does this mean for trade policy
even when a deal is supposedly struck? USMCA might not be ratified, however, it has been
agreed. It is almost as though the President is looking ways around agreements to follow his
chosen path of tariffs to ‘Make America Great Again’. This will only lead to more uncertainty,
delaying investment in the process and inducing companies to reshape supply chains which is
economically costly. Even here though, note that a country might appear on the currency
manipulator watch list with the implicit threat of tariffs which might eventually negate that
country benefitting from being a new part of the supply chain. For instance, Vietnam is not
currently subject to tariffs. If Chinese companies finish a product off in Vietnam and then export
to the US, said product avoids tariffs. However, Vietnam is at risk of being labelled a currency
manipulator.
So, delayed investment, reshaped supply chains might reduce employment which clearly raises
the risk of a recession. Risk assets are looking to central banks for support as bond yields flash
red.
It is interesting to note that not all bond yield falls are the same. The Bund yield tumble is down
to breakeven rates, although real yields were already very low and have edged higher. In
contrast, the Gilt 10-year yield fall is a function of collapsing real yields as breakeven rates rise
(Gbp depreciation ala Brexit impacting here).
Much of the US fall is also real yield related, but there has been contribution from declining
breakeven rates.
Real yield falls reveal concerns over economic growth which eventually feed into lower inflation
expectations. The Fed’s Clarida said,
‘… I judge that, at present, indicators suggest that longer-term inflation expectations sit at the low
end of a range that I consider consistent with our price-stability mandate.’
continued page 4
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Uncertainty And Supply Chains – cont’d
He still thinks current slowflation is ‘transitory’ but suggesting that a persistent inflation shortfall
versus target might test the current patient stance, someone who has occupied the centre ground
on the FOMC is showing some dovish tendencies. The market seems to think this predicates a
shift by this cohort on the Committee. Jan20 FED FUNDS now implies 1.93% by 2019-end. 1.87%
would imply 2 rate cuts this year. And, Nov19 Fed Funds sits at 2.08%, suggesting a rate cut at the
October gathering where there is no SEP, but Oct19 is now at 2.16% just 3.5bp north of pricing a
cut at the September FOMC.
There is an array of FOMCers out this week, starting with Daly/Barkin/Bullard (Monday). Williams
is out (Tuesday) as is Chief Powell at a Fed framework conference organized by the Chicago Fed
(details/agenda HERE. This is an important event as it will involve discussion of potential changes
and/or adjustments to the 2% inflation targeting regime at a time when the Fed’s independence is
under threat. Brainard moderates a panel. Also note, Clarida and Bostic (Wednesday) along with
the Beige Book (supporting the notion the economy is still strong with tightening labour markets).
Kaplan and Williams (Thursday) plus Daly (Friday) round off.
There are two central bank meetings of importance. The RBA (Tuesday) and ECB (Thursday).
Heading into the former, the 10-Year ACGB yield is below the Cash Rate. AUD OIS prices for a cut,
and at least another by year-end. Governor Lowe has said that the Board will consider the case
for a rate cut. However, IGM does not expect an imminent rate cut, much less two or three cuts
by end-2019. Heath speaks (Wednesday).
How much more dovish can the ECB become without further policy easing? Inflation expectations
keep on falling. The Eur 5yr/5yr inflation swap is now below 1.3%. EUR OIS is now -40bp or lower
from Oct19 to Nov20. At its lowest, pricing for 8-9bp of cuts. TLTRO details are likely, and the
consensus is that this will now need to be offered at the Depo Rate, in part to prevent the balance
sheet from contracting and unintendedly tightening policy. The latest staff economic forecasts
are also due. Domestic demand has been a bright spot at this year’s ECB gatherings but there are
now concerns that external risks are now internalizing i.e. tentacles are reaching into domestic
demand. Downside risks will remain prevalent.
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FX Focus Comment – Seasonality in June?
By Tony Nyman, IGM Head of G10 FX, with Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
In the month's opening exchanges the USD is actually a tiny bit softer across the board. From
-0.1% EUR to -0.2% AUD, CAD, CHF and NZD, it looks like Fed rate cut and even US recession
speculation/probability is weighing amid the perceived escalation of the global trade dispute.

• For good measure, in 2008, it was again a mixed and overall steady picture. Losses from -0.3%
AUD through to -1.3% EUR and -2.1% CHF. USD gains seen from +0.2% SEK through to +2.7%
NZD and +2.8% CAD

However, how does the USD tend to fare generally in the last month of Q2/H1? Further, are there
any G10s that seem to perform particularly well/badly through the month of Jun?

Does that tell us much?

• In 2018, the USD only lost out vs the -0.4% NOK. Everywhere, else there were gains from the
+0.1% EUR through to +1.8% YEN, +2.2% AUD and +3.3% NZD.

Well, the USD can be a faller. The likes of NZD can be lively and USD/CHF can be very negative.
See below

• In 2017, the reverse, it was mostly losses, from approx -1.0% CHF, GBP and NOK through to
-3.0%-plus vs SEK, AUD and NZD (-3.5%) to -4.1% CAD> The commodity bloc in charge there
• In 2016, very mixed. USD losses from -0.2% NOK through to -3.0 AUD and then more acute
ones -5.45% NZD and -7.3% YEN, USD gains seen vs just +0.2% EUR, +1.5% SEK and +8.1%
GBP? Ah, BREXIT!!!
• In 2015, it was mostly USD losses, from -0.5% CHF to 1.5% EUR and then -2.8% GBP and SEK.
USD gains only vs +0.3% CAD, +1.0% NOK and +4.8% NZD.
• In 2014, it was mostly USD losses albeit relatively light ones, from -0.1% SEK through to -1.6%
CAD, -2.1% GBP and -3.1% NZD. Only USD gains vs +2.6% NOK.

• In 2013, mixed-to-mostly Usd gains. Small losses vs -0.1% GBP, -1.1% CHF and -1.3% YEN. USD
gains seen included +1.2% SEK, +2.6% NZD, +3.3% NOK and +4.5% AUD.
• In 2012, the USD was largely soft. From -1.6% CAD through to sizeable losses seen vs -5.0%
SEK, -5.2% AUD and -6.3% NZD. Single USD gains made against the +1.8% YEN
• In 2011, mostly USD losses once again. From -0.5% CAD and AUD through to vs havens -1.2%
YEN and -1.6% CHF.
• In 2010, it was mixed-to-again mostly USD weakness. From -0.7% SEK through to -3.0% YEN, 3.4% GBP and -7.6% CHF. Minor USD gains incl +0.2% NOK through to +0.8% AUD and +0.9%
CAD.
• Ten years ago, some USD gains. Only losses vs -0.7% AUD, -0.8% NZD and -1.7% GBP. USD
gains made included vs +0.9% EUR, +2.0% SEK, +2.2% NOK and +6.1% CAD.
Back to Index Page
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FX Focus Comment – cont’d

So, as a result and on a purely seasonality basis, we'll look to sell USD/CHF here at 0.9992 for a
0.6725 area return. Stop 1.0077.

• Extends the fall from 1.0237 (2018 peak - 26 April) via 1.0098 (28/30 May highs) to post new
two-month lows
• Subdued studies suggest a return to the .9895-.9935 support zone (20 March/1 April lows and
equality projection of 1.0237/1.0050 fall from 1.0122)
• A downside break of this support zone would risk a downside acceleration towards .9800 (14
January low), which guards .9716 (2019 low - 10 January)
• Only a return above 1.0098 and then 1.0122/27 (17 May high/1 May low) would avert and
suggest a resumption of the broader uptrend re-opening 1.0237

Back to Index Page
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Post-MSCI Inclusion Hangover For Tadawul, But Boursa
Kuwait Still Looks Attractive
By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst,
Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst & Andrew Dowdell, FX Technical Analyst

continued page 8
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Post-MSCI Inclusion Hangover For Tadawul, But Boursa
Kuwait Still Looks Attractive - cont’d
A sharp acceleration in net inflows to Saudi equity funds
Net inflows to Gulf-focused equity funds have spiked over the past month, with the year-to-date
cumulative percentage increase more than quadrupling to 26%, according to data from our partners
at EPFR.
The sharp acceleration in these net inflows appears to have been driven by an influx of fresh money
into Saudi Arabian equity funds as investors pre-positioned for the Kingdom's 28 May introduction
to MSCI's EM benchmark index. As can be seen in the dashboard, net inflows to Saudi focused
equity funds have increased by 145% on the year, up from 30% at the end of April, leaving the flows
performance of other GCC-member country equity funds paling in comparison.
However, Tadawul rally runs out of steam
The MSCI upgrade has been a key theme for investors, though the Tadawul's rally this year has run
out of steam in recent weeks, with the index dropping almost 10% in May, after carving out fresh
highs since July 2015 at the very beginning of the month. We had previously suggested that a postinclusion hangover was to be expected, based on the performance of the benchmark indices of
United Arab Emirates and Qatar, which slumped after actual MSCI inclusion back in May 2014.
However, the pullback in the Tadawul is also likely to have been exacerbated by softer oil prices this
month and lingering regional geo-political tensions.
As illustrated in the dashboard, although both the Qatar Exchange Index (DSM) and Abu Dhabi
Securities Market General Index (ADSMI) managed to rebound later that year, these were shortlived recoveries and only the latter has gone on to better 2014 levels, almost a full 5-years later.

Scope for a further pullback, but longer-term picture remains constructive

significant portion of government revenues, and with non-oil economic growth bouncing back
within the region, there is reason for some general equity optimism. On this, the IMF predicts the
non-oil economy of OPEC's top oil exporter will further strengthen to 2.9% this year from 2.1% in
2018 and over the medium term, will accelerate to 3-3.25% as real GDP growth settles around
2.5%.
Additionally, as the inclusion of the Kingdom will take place over two phases this year, to
eventually make up 3% of the benchmark EM index, this could help to temper any sudden market
slumps.
The technical outlook for the Tadawul suggests a near-term setback towards 7975.2/7919.2 is
possible before the wider uptrend resumes. We will look for a sustained clearance of 8718.3 (22
May high) to confirm near-term basing and signal a resumption of the long-term uptrend.

Outperforming Boursa Kuwait still looks attractive in the near-term
Meanwhile, we will be looking to Kuwait for further gains in the near-term, should the MSCI
confirm an upgrade for this fourth GCC member to its emerging market classification next month.
If it gets the upgrade, Kuwait would exit the frontier-market group in 2020 and we would, in turn,
look for an increase in net inflows to Kuwait focused equity funds, which have cooled in recent
weeks, as part of the wider GCC trend (excluding Saudi Arabia). Kuwait has already been upgraded
to emerging market status by FTSE Russell, back in March last year.
Kuwait's bourse is the best-performing exchange in the Gulf since the beginning of this year,
having risen more than 10% - and to fresh record highs at the beginning of May - vs circa 9% for
the Tadawul.

Some analysts and asset managers argue the Tadawul is too expensive, having rallied 20% since
the MSCI added Saudi Arabia to its watch list for potential inclusion in 2017. However, this does
not necessarily mean it will follow the same post-MSCI inclusion fate as its two GCC peers.

The technical picture, with the 100 & 200-DMAs still trending higher, suggests there is scope for
a re-test of 5857 and break higher, potentially. Only sub-5515 threatens the bullish outlook.

The Saudi market benefits from being bigger and more liquid, and we continue to argue there is
long-term potential as the economy increasingly opens and diversifies. Saudi Arabia is going
through a massive reform programme to wean its economy off oil, which still accounts for a
Back to Index Page
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Post-MSCI Inclusion Hangover For Tadawul, But Boursa
Kuwait Still Looks Attractive - cont’d

•

Extended the 2-1/2 year advance to 9403.0 (2 May, 46mth high), before reversing dramatically to
8190.0 (14 May low, near 50% retrace of 7001.9/9403.0 rally)

•

Pullback from May’s 5857 peak briefly probed 38.2% of the advance from 4983 (Oct 2018) at 5523,
before fresh buyers emerged from 5515 (20 May)

•

Daily/weekly studies remain weak and a deeper near-term setback cannot be ruled out towards
7975.2/7919.2 (18 December 2018 high/61.8% retrace of 7001.9/9403.0), before the wider
uptrend resumes

•

Wider trend momentum favours further gains, with both the 100 & 200-Day MAs continuing to
trend strongly higher

•

•

In addition, the MACD indicator is also on the verge of crossing higher once again

A sustained clearance of 8718.3 (22 May high) is needed to confirm near-term basing and signal a
resumption of the long-term uptrend targeting 9403.0

•

Scope is seen for a re-test of 5857, above which would target Fibonacci projections (.50x and .618x
4983-5857 rally projected from 5515) at 5952/6055

•

Bears need to breach 5635/29 gap support (28 May low/27 May high) to stall short-term
momentum

•

Only below 5515 threatens broader topping

Back to Index Page
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The EUR Week – Bias is Bearish
By Rachel Bex, Senior Analyst

continued page 11
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The EUR Week – cont’d
Expected EUR/USD trading range: 1.1025-1.1220
Pre-1.1100 option-related bids had much to do with the headline's inability to break lower last
week (a yard's worth roll off there today, Eur 1.7bln tomorrow), while the promise of fair
demand interest layered into 1.1070-80 had also prevented renewed selling from a risk-reward
perspective.

(Wednesday) are projected to show a falling below 50 in Italy and remain above 50 in Spain. This
highlights the concern external risks are reaching in to domestic economies although Germany's
initial outturn was 55.
EZ retail sales and GDP figures are also scheduled.
Techs are bearish, noting:

Nonetheless, the stars have been aligning for a fresh Eur/Usd fallout, and we suspect this could
be the week that such a move finally materializes.

• Extended the broad decline to 1.1107 (23 May, 2yr low) before ranging under 1.1215 (27
May recovery high)

A variety of political fall-outs are working against the single currency, with the ongoing Brexit
uncertainty being joined by the increasingly hostile EU-Italy spat, while a big data risk this week
comes via Tuesday's EZ inflation figures, particularly after those soft German, French and
Spanish reads emerged last week.

• Loss of 1.1107 would signal a downtrend extension to 1.1076/23, perhaps 1.0971 (1x
1.1815/1.1216 from 1.1570)

The EZ CPI figure also arrives just two days before the June 6th ECB decision. To this, the Bank
are currently on course to present a new TLTRO, but a change in their guidance on interest rates
may also be seen, depending on the fresh data.

• Only above 1.1215 would offer near-term relief towards 1.1265/80 (1 May/16 Apr reaction
highs)

Recall, headline CPI accelerated from 1.4% to 1.7% y/y in April while the core rose from 0.8% to
1.3%. But Easter can cause distortions in the March and April data, and the first (cleaner) release
for May should see inflation decelerating.
Expectations for the closely watched core read are thus roughly at 1%. Core inflation has been
battling 1% for quite a few years, and while the ECB's gargantuan efforts have lifted it from
0.6%, it has not yet been able to reach anywhere close to the 2% target.
An outcome around 1% would probably leave EUR/USD unchanged, but a more sudden
deceleration to 0.9% or 0.8% would likely spur fresh losses sub-1.1100 as speculation increases
of another push-back in the ECB's intentions to raise rates - currently set for early next year.

Otherwise, an upside surprise of 1.2%-1.3% should aid a decent Eur recovery. 1.1265 remains
the topside resistance level to watch.
Other data comes via final May EMU, German, French, Italian and Spanish PMIs. Already out,
the French read has matched consensus, Spain has missed but Italy fared better. Services PMIs

Back to Index Page
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China Insight: RMB Depreciation Not Permitted as Yet
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
Chinese policymakers since the middle of May have started to express their intention to
safeguard the currency against speculative attacks, given growing concerns in the market over
an imminent depreciation of the RMB as a result of escalating US-China trade tensions:
❖ on 18 May, the deputy PBOC governor said in an interview "PBOC has the confidence and
capability to maintain FX market stability, as it has accumulated rich experience and policy
tools in facing FX market volatilities, and will adopt necessary counter-cyclical adjustment
measures and enhance macro prudential management".
❖ on 21 May: PBOC announced that they plan to issue a special batch of CNH bills in near term.
We read this plan as a pre-emptive move to reduce the funding available for the offshore
entities to short-sell CNH.
❖ on 25 May: Guo Shuqing, the chairman of CBRC, said at a forum in Beijing that higher US
tariffs will have very limited impact on China's economy. In regard to the recent depreciation
of RMB, he said speculators shorting CNY will inevitably suffer a huge loss.
Since learning a painful lesson after experiencing an unexpected currency devaluation on 11
August 2015, PBOC has become very careful in dealing with the RMB FX issue.
Experience learnt over the past years (especially in 2016) suggests mounting speculative attack
on the RMB has always been reflected in a widening of offshore USD/CNH's premium over the
far more regulated onshore USD/CNY. On many occasions, a sharp widening of the offshore
premium resulted in a heightened fear of RMB depreciation in the onshore market, which finally
became self-fulfilling.
In contrast to most of 2016, the month of May this year was not particularly chaotic. At least, the
offshore premium was maintained at a tolerable level (chart 1) during the month. This has
suggested speculation over RMB depreciation in the offshore market remained tamed in
comparison with that in the onshore market. Despite that, PBOC in order to keep the situation
under control decided to plan a special CNH bill issuance. This move obviously aimed to tighten
the offshore CNH liquidity available to the speculators who are ready to set CNH shorts.
Why the CNH? It is simply because historically the offshore CNH always led the way in RMB
depreciation, which is reflected in a sharp widening in the above-said offshore premium.

continued page 13
Back to Index Page
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China Insight – cont’d
Guo Shuqing's remarks that "speculators shorting CNY will inevitably suffer a huge loss", in
our view, highlighted PBOC's intention to squeeze CNH liquidity in case speculative selling in
CNH goes too far.

We think Beijing will be trying its best to limit the currency weakness and curb the
speculative selling in the currency for the time being. However, that does not necessarily
mean in the eyes of PBOC that the USD/CNY must be kept below 7.00 level in the long run.

Because the US-China trade war is underway, Beijing definitely would not rule out potential
attacks on Chinese financial assets/markets. That could be one of the reasons why Chinese
policymakers have been so high-key in expressing their intention to curb speculative selling
in RMB since Trump's decision to increase the tariffs on USD200bn of Chinese goods 25%
came into effect on 10 May.

RMB depreciation is possibly very much alive as a policy option, especially if Trump and Xi fail
to reach any agreement at the G20 summit in late-June and the US decides to put tariffs on
all of Chinese imports.

Another reason could be Beijing's concerns over capital outflows. The outflows, which
remained stable in March (chart 2), might have started to accelerate since 10 May. The
experience learnt in 2016 suggests the scale of outflows is highly correlated to fears over
currency depreciation unless very strict capital outflow controls are in place.

Back to Index Page

What Beijing wants perhaps, is a currency depreciation at a manageable pace, if it as a policy
option has to be put into play. Needless to say, tighter capital controls are needed to make
this policy tool an effective one without sparking massive capital outflows.
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Know The Flows: Trade And Political Risks Keep Lid on
Equity Fund Flows in Late May
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
EPFR-tracked Equity Funds posted their 10th outflow in the past 11 weeks going into the final
days of May as trade issues weighed on US and Emerging Markets Equity Funds and political ones
on Europe Equity Funds. In the case of Europe Equity Funds, which have now experienced net
redemptions for 16 straight weeks, the latest source of investor angst were elections for the
European Union’s parliament that have already triggered a snap election in Greece, clouded the
outlook for Italy’s relations with the Eurozone and emboldened those in the UK seeking a ‘no deal’
exit from the EU.

There were some exceptions to an otherwise dour week for most Equity Fund groups. Socially
responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates continued to work
their magic with SRI/ESG Equity Funds racked up their 21st consecutive inflow. At the country
level, Saudi Arabia Equity Funds added to their stellar run ahead of the country’s shift from
frontier to emerging markets status and hopes that re-elected Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will be encouraged to push forward with more structural reforms helped India Equity Funds
record their biggest inflow in over 15 months. There was also a rare weekly inflow for Dividend
Equity Funds driven largely by funds with US mandates.
Bond Funds, meanwhile, took in fresh money for the 21st straight week, their longest inflow
streak since a 34-week run ended in mid-4Q17. Investors also committed a net $12.8 billion to
EPFR-tracked Money Market Funds during the week ending May 29 and pulled $321 million out of
Alternative Funds and $1.8 billion out of Balanced Funds.

At the asset class level, Municipal and Mortgage Backed Bond Funds extended their longest
inflow streaks since 2016 while Bank Loan and Convertible Bond Funds recorded their 29th and
38th consecutive outflows respectively.
Only two of the 11 major Sector Fund groups tracked by EPFR posted an inflow during the fourth
week of May, with investors looking ahead to an uncertain summer marked by unresolved trade
issues and fresh political shifts in Europe. Except for Utilities and Infrastructure Sector Funds, the
groups experienced net redemptions that ranged from $27 million for Telecoms Sector Funds to
$936 million for Healthcare/Biotechnology Sector Funds.
Energy Sector Funds posted their 12th straight outflow as the price of crude oil headed towards a
three-month low. The case for tighter supply (Venezuela, Iran sanctions, OPEC restraint) continue
to clash with fears that a slowing global economy will sap demand. Flows into dedicated Natural
Gas Funds did climb to a 16-week high but Alternative Energy Funds posted their third straight
outflow.
Back to Index Page
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FX Insight: US Treasury Report Expands Watch List; Watch SGD
By Jian Hui Tan Senior Analyst, Clarence Poh Technical Analyst
In the long-awaited US Treasury's semi-annual FX report, the monitoring list was expanded to
now include Singapore, Malaysia, Italy, Ireland and Vietnam.

• The other thing we need to consider is the narrowing differentials in s/t rates between the
US and Singapore, especially with many pricing in a looming Fed rate cut.

China, Germany, Japan and Korea remained on the list, but India and Switzerland were both
removed on account that they only met 1 out of the below 3 criteria:

• Last but not least, the options market shows bearish SGD positioning.

• a significant trade surplus of at least $20 bln or 0.1% of US GDP against the US
• a material C/A surplus of at least 2% of GDP
• persistent/one-sided FX interventions in at least 6 out of 12-months with net FX purchases
totaling at least 2% of the country's GDP over a 12mth period
In addition, the US Treasury expanded the list of trading partners under FX review to 21.
China escapes being tagged a FX manipulator
Crucially, the report avoided further inflaming trade tensions, the US Treasury has again
refrained from labelling China as a FX manipulator, stating that the PBoC's direct intervention
"appears limited" over the past few months.
This is somewhat of a minor backdown, after the previous FX report was highly critical of the
Yuan's depreciation.
There has not been any market reaction to the US Treasury's FX report as such.
Potential implications only for the Singapore Dollar
Broadly speaking, the Treasury's new monitoring list should have little fundamental impact on
the currencies of the involved countries.
The only exception could be in the Singapore Dollar (SGD).
• Firstly, we need to confront the market's perception of the MAS policy skew.
• Many were calling for a dovish MAS tilt in Oct, but after the US Treasury's report, the MAS
may be inclined to leave policy unchanged for the foreseeable future (assuming the economy
holds up).
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• This suggests that while USD/SGD may still edge higher in the interim (as a result of risk
aversion), it's unlikely to take out the 09 Oct high of 1.3873 and that the balance of risk
favours selling on strength ahead.
• Furthermore, the SGD will benefit against its SE-Asian counterparts on safe haven flow
USD/SGD S/T TECH VIEW
Sub-1.3731 correction left a double top
in the wake at 1.3730/37 (23/29 May)
but the pressure may be absorbed by
support at 1.3661-86 (6 May prior
high/38.2% retrace of Jan-May's
1.3443-1.3837 rally).
14-day RSI emits positive reversal
signals on multiple time span which
underscores the notion that losses are
tentative unless 1.3573 (1 May higher
low) breaks.
The rather flat 200-DMA draws line in
the sand near 1.3655 where a breach
could flag protracted decline is
underway.
Strategy: Possibly look to buy near
1.3661-86 area.
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EU 10yr Yield – Awaits New Record Lows to -0.241/-0.275
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Extends the 15-month downtrend to post new 35-month lows just over the -0.205 (6 July
2016) record low

•

Bearish studies and moving averages suggest a downside break targeting the -0.241/-0.275
support zone

•

Sustained yield weakness would then expose the -0.421/-0.451 support cluster

•

Above 7½ month bear channel resistance at -0.025 would offer relief, but over 0.101 is
needed to cause a re-think

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell into near-term yield strength as we await fresh record lows towards -0.241/-0.275

Back to Index Page

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

0.346
0.275
0.205
0.101
-0.025

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

-0.205
-0.241
-0.275
-0.421
-0.451

Resistance Levels
3 December 2018 lower high
2019 peak – 18 January
1 March 2019 lower high
17 April 2019 lower high
7½ month falling channel top, near 50 DMA at -0.031 and 21 May 2019 lower high at -0.055
Support Levels
6 July 2016 record low, near 1.236x 0.806/0.188 fall projected from 0.580 at -0.184
7½ month bear channel support
1.382x 0.806/0.188 fall projected from 0.580
1.618x 0.806/0.188 fall projected from 0.580, near the recent top target at -0.430
Equality projection of 1.057/-0.205 fall from the 0.860 lower high
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AUD/NZD – 50/100-Day MA Bullish Crossover Underpins
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Has formed a strong base over 1.0518, near a bullish 50/100-Day MA crossover and 50% of the
March-April rally
• MACD is starting to cross higher once again, having found support near its 0 line

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to buy for a target of 1.0898. Below 1.0518/04 suggests further congestion/deeper decline.

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels
R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.0994
1.0898
1.0799
1.0732
1.0725

9 October 2019 high
29 October 2018 high
31 October 2018 low
17 April 2019 high
8 May 2019 high

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.0552
1.0518
1.0504
1.0450
1.0399

Support Levels
24 May 2019 low
6 May 2019 low
50% of 1.0276-1.0732 rally
61.8% of 1.0276-1.0732 rally
1 April 2019 low
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Iron Ore – Bulls Seek Extension to 833.00, Perhaps 885.00
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Completed a two-year base in mid-February and rallied strongly to 774.50 (28 May, fiveyear high), before ranging

•

Improving studies and moving averages suggest an initial extension to the 802.00-833.00
resistance cluster

•

Beyond would allow further gains opening clustered resistance between 871.50-885.00

•

The 641.00-694.00 support zone should limit any near-term dips and only below would
concern for 586.00

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy into any near-term dips towards 694.00 as we await a rally extension targeting the 802.00833.00 zone, perhaps 871.50-885.00 on extension. Stop under 641.00

Back to Index Page

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

920.00
885.00
833.00
806.50
774.50

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

694.00
641.00
613.00
586.00
546.50

Resistance Levels
30 December 2018 lower high
23 Jan 2014 high, nr 18 Feb 2014 high at 878.00 and 1x 282.50/741.50 from 412.50 at 871.50
8 April 2014 lower high, just over 76.4% retrace of the long-term 994.00/282.50 fall at 826.10
2017/18 base target (412.50/609.50 projected from 609.50), nr 24 April 2014 high at 802.00
28 May, five-year peak
Support Levels
21 May 2019 minor higher low, near 3 April 2019 former high at 694.50
15 May 2019 low, near a six-month tentative rising trendline at 649.70
19 April 2019 higher low (near 2017/18 base trigger at 609.50 – 22 August 2017 high)
26 February 2019 higher low
29 October 2018 former high, near 200 DMA at 556.55
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IFI: who we are and how to contact us
Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund
flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products,
research and analysis to financial institutions - both public and private - around the
world. Our market moving data services include daily, weekly, and monthly equity
and fixed income fund flows and monthly fund allocations by country, sector and
industry.
To find out more:
 financialintelligence.informa.com
 sales.financial@informa.com
This material is provided by Financial Intelligence for the use of the recipient only and is not to be copied or distributed to
any other person. No representation, warranty or undertaking (express or implied) is given and no responsibility is accepted
by Financial Intelligence or any of its affiliates or by any of their respective partners, officers, employees, advisers or agents
for the completeness or accuracy of any information contained in, or of any omissions from, this material or any
supplementary information and any liability in respect of such information or omissions is hereby expressly disclaimed. This
material is not a comprehensive evaluation of the industry, the companies or the securities mentioned, and does not
constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell securities. All expressions of opinion are
subject to change without notice.
© Informa Business Intelligence, Inc (2019). All rights reserved.
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